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ABSTRACT. The main result of this paper states how the discretization pa-

rameter and regularization parameter should be chosen in relation to the

noise level in order to yield the optimal convergence rate for the Tikhonov-

regularized solution of an ill-posed linear operator equation in a finite-dimen-

sional subspace in the framework of Hilbert scales. The results apply to a wide

class of spline and finite-element subspaces of Sobolev scales.

1. Introduction. The most widely used method for solving linear ill-posed

problems is probably "Tikhonov regularization" (see [4] for a comprehensive treat-

ment of this method). A more flexible variant of Tikhonov regularization has been

introduced in [10], namely "Tikhonov regularization in Hilbert scales": Let H, U

be Hilbert spaces and A: H —► U a bounded linear injective operator. Let (Ha)s€fi

be a Hilbert scale [5], i.e., Hs is the completion of Hítlo D(Tk) with respect to the

norm

(1.1) 11/11- := ir/ll (»€R),

where T is an unbounded selfadjoint strictly positive definite operator on H. (By

|| we will, according to the context, denote either || ||0 in 220 = 22 or the norm in

U.)
We want to solve the equation

(1.2) Af = g,

with g E R(A); the unique solution of (1.2) will be denoted by /o- We assume that

there is an a > 0 such that

(1.3) ro||/||- < HA/II < M||/||_a

holds for all / € 22 with suitable M > m > 0 (independent of /); i.e., the norms

||A/|| and ||/||_a are equivalent. This implies that (1.2) is ill-posed (cf. [10]).

Thus, if instead of g we have noisy data gs EU fulfilling

(1-4) \\g-gs\\<6,
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then Af = gg will either not be solvable or its solution will not be a good ap-

proximation for /o even for small 6 > 0. This observation leads to the need for

regularization. The optimal convergence rates will depend on the number q > 0 in

the a priori assumption

(1.5) /o e Hq,

which in the case of Sobolev scales is just a smoothness assumption (with some

boundary conditions) about the exact solution. For a > 0, we will denote by /*

the minimizer of the functional

(1.6) f-+\\Af - gs\\2 + a\\f\\2p

over Hp, where we always assume that p > 0. This minimizer exists and is unique.

In [4], the problem of choosing the "regularization parameter" a = a(6) in such

a way that the convergence rate for ||/* — /o|| is as high as possible is discussed. In

[10], the following "a priori choice" of a leading to the optimal convergence rate is

proposed for Tikhonov regularization in Hilbert scales:

THEOREM 1.1 (NATTERER). Letp > (q-a)/2 and assume a ~ ¿î2(a+p)/(a+«).

Then

(1.7) ||/¿-/o||=0(¿,/(a+,))      as 6^0,

which is the best possible convergence rate (among all powers of 6) under the as-

sumptions (1.3)—(1.5).

PROOF. Follows from [10].

Here, by "a ~ b" we mean "a = 0(b) and b = 0(a)."

In [3], an "a posteriori choice" for the regularization parameter was described

that leads to the optimal rate (1.7).

In [7], the regularizing effect of projection onto finite-dimensional spaces was

discussed, whereas in [8], (ordinary) Tikhonov regularization was combined with

projection: it was shown how to choose the mesh size in such a way that the

convergence rate for the regularized solution in the corresponding finite-dimensional

subspaces is the same as in the infinite-dimensional setting. In this paper, we will

study the corresponding question for regularization in Hilbert scales. For Sobolev

scales and p > q, a result in this direction can be extracted from the proof of

Theorem 2 in [9].

2. Convergence rates. We assume that the (usually finite-dimensional) sub-

spaces we use fulfill the following assumption, which is quite usual in this context

(cf. [1, p. 83]).
ASSUMPTION 2.1. Let r > k > p, r > 2p + a, and for all h G]0,1] let Sh be a

subspace of 22*, with the following property: There is a constant C (independent of

u and h) such that for all u E Hr and h > 0,

(2.1) inf{||« - tp\\k\ vESh}<C- hr-k\\u\\r

holds.

Together with an inverse assumption (cf. [1, p. 89]), Assumption 2.1 would imply

an estimate like (2.1) for the sum of the Hk- and the 22_a-norms.   Note that
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also in [8], the estimate (3.2) in a negative Sobolev norm was crucial. However, the

inverse assumption is not needed:

LEMMA 2.2. Under Assumption 2.1, there is a constant C (independent of h

and u) such that for all u E H2P+a o,nd h > 0,

(2.2) iní{h-a\\u - <p\\-a + hp\\u - tp\\p\ tpESh}< Ch2p+a\\u\\2p+a

holds.

PROOF. Using techniques from interpolation theory (cf. [6]), one shows the

following: For any v E R, w > 0 and 6 e]0, 1], Hv+ew = Be,i, where Be,2 — {x E

Hv\ k(x,t) .Í-C+1/2) E 2,2(R+)} with k(x,t) := ini{[\x - x0\[v + t\[x0\[v+w\ xQ E

Hv+W}; the norms ||¡b||v^w, defined by (1.1), and

|a:||e,2 := \f°° k(x,t)2t-W+lUt
1/2

are equivalent. This puts us into the framework of [2], from which (cf. especially

(4.2) there) we can derive the estimate (2.2).    D

For h e]0,1], we denote the minimizer of the Tikhonov functional in Sh (as

described in Assumption 2.1) by /* h. Thus, /* h solves the regularized projected

problem

(2.3) ||A/-^||2+a||/||2-min,        f E Sh.

We finally want to estimate ||/* h — /n||. Because of Theorem 1.1, it suffices to

estimate ||/*,fc-/|||. We will do this by estimating ||/£ft -/*||p and ||/*ifc -/|||_«

and then using the interpolation inequality. The estimates will involve H/albp+a,

which we estimate as follows.

LEMMA 2.3. Let (1.3) -(1.5) hold and letp> (q- a)/2. Then for any a, S > 0,
/* E H2P+a ■ Furthermore,

(2.4) ||/£||2p+« = O (t + «*<«-*-)/»<•+!»>)

as a, 6 —» 0.

PROOF. Since (cf. [10, p. 35])

(2.5) (A*A + aT2p)fsa=A*g6

and A*g6 E R(A*) = R((A*A)1'2) = Ha (because of (1.3)), /* G H2p+a.  With

B := AT~P we obtain (cf. [10]) that /* = T~P(B*B + aI)~lB*gs and hence

||/*||2p+a<||Tp+a(ß*ß + a2)-1ß*||-«5

+ ||Tp+a(22*22 + a2)-1(5*ß)1-(p-9'/2(a+p)|| • ||(22*ß)(p-«)/2(a+p)Tp/o||

(note that BTpf0 = g and that (5*ß)(p-«)/2(a+P>Tp/0 E H; cf. (1.5) and [10,

(2-2)]).
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It follows from [10, Proposition 1] (applied for B with v — — 1) that

\\Tp+a(B*B + aiylB*\\ = [\(B*B + aI)-lB*\[p+a

= 0(\\(B*B)-l'2(B*B + aiylB*\\) = 0(l/a).

Analogously,

\\Tp+a(B*B + aI)-1(B*B)1-{p-^/2(a+p)\\

= 0([\(B*BY'2-{p-^'2(a+p)(B*B + al)-l\\)

= 0(a(9_2p_a)/2(a+p)),

as one sees if one expresses the operator as an integral with respect to the spectral

family generated by B*B.

These estimates imply (2.4).    O

Note that in general, the right-hand side of (2.4) will not go to 0 as a —* 0 under

the conditions needed in Theorem 1.1.

We are now ready to prove our main result.

THEOREM 2.4. Lei (1.3)-(1.5) and Assumption 2.1 hold and let p> (q-a)/2.
Furthermore, assume that

(2.6) a~/i2(p+a\ Ä~£i/(«+«)

holds. Then

(2-7) ll/^-/o||=0(¿9/(a+9))

as 6 —* 0.

PROOF. First, note that (2.6) implies that a ~ ¿2(P+a)/(a+Q) ̂  so that ^ j)

holds. Thus, it suffices to show that

(2.8) \\fSa,h-fSa\\ = 0(S^a+^)

as (5->0.

Since otherwise our estimates are only changed by positive multiplicative con-

stants, we may assume that equality holds in (2.6) and that m — M — 1 in (1.3).

It follows from the definitions of /* and /* h (cf. [4, p. 76]) that for all <p E Sh,

\\A(fí,h - fl)\\2 + a\\flh - fX < [\A(tp - fa)\[2 + a\\tp - /*||2

and hence

\\fi,H - fi\\-a = 0([\tp - fi\\_a + hP+a\\tp - f%)

and

\\fi,h - ¡X = o(h-p-a\\p - fXa + lb - fi\\P).

Taking the infimum over tp e Sh and using (2.2), we obtain

(2-9) ll/l,-/^l|-a=0(^(P+a,)-||/¿||2P+a

and

(2.10) Wfi,h-fX = 0(hp+a)\[fXv+a-
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Using the interpolation inequality

(2.11) ||z||9(_o)+(1_9)p < [¡xWÍJx^-9        (O<0<1)

with e = p/{a+p), we obtain from (2.9), (2.10) and (2.4) (together with (2.6)) that

(2.8) holds.    D
Thus, with the choice of the discretization parameter as in (2.6), we obtain the

same rate of convergence as in the infinite-dimensional case (Theorem 1.1), which is

the optimal rate under the assumptions (1.3)-(1.5). In terms of the discretization

parameter, we obtain

(2.12) ll/S,*-/o|| = 0(ft«),

which is best possible under assumption (1.5), as can be seen from [2, (4.2)].

Note that (2.6) says that if a higher order of regularization is used (i.e., p be-

comes larger) and/or the problem becomes more ill-posed (i.e., a becomes larger),

then the discretization parameter should be permitted to tend to 0 more slowly in

comparison with the regularization parameter (cf. [8]).

If we choose T = (A* A)-1, p = 0, a = |, q e]0,1], we obtain results for ordinary

Tikhonov regularization (cf. [10, 3]; note that Theorem 1.1 holds for p > a/2 - a

then). Condition (1.5) reduces to the usual condition

(2.13) f0 E R((T*T)0);

the optimal choices (2.6) are then

(2.14) a~k~6tK1+9<\

leading to the (optimal) convergence rate

(2.15) ll/lfc-/o|l=0(¿2,/(1+2,)).

Note that Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled for a wide variety of spline and finite-element

spaces, for which our results can be used. E.g., in the scale of Sobolev spaces

on [0,1], splines on a quasi-uniform partition (with maximal distance h oí knots)

that are piecewise polynomials of degree 2p + a and overall p times continuously

differentiable (where p and 2p + a have to be replaced by the next integer if they

are not integers) can be taken as elements of Sh ■
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